
CRYCASH: a Decentralized Gaming Ecosystem
Every third person in the world is a gamer. It’s a HUNDRED BILLION-DOLLAR industry 
expected to reach US $128.5 billion within the next two years [1]. The gaming industry 
is international and diverse in its nature, but millions of interactions occur inefficiently due 
to flaws in the traditional financial systems and outdated marketing approaches. It lacks 
effective tools for players monetize their game time, collaborate and communicate.
Meanwhile game developers are faced with the challenges of high customer acquisition 
costs and the relatively long time to market. CRYCASH solves these problems by unleash-
ing the unlimited potential of crypto!

CRYCASH is a decentralized ecosystem of custom-tailored products providing gamers 
a means to monetize their game time & developers a means to engage more players into 
their products in a new cost efficient way. It consists of Plink application, Marketplace, 
Advertising Platform, and CyberSport Platform. Fueled by its CRC token, CRYCASH 
creates massive added value and a clear win-win situation for both gamers and developers.

The primary goal of CRYCASH is to change the way the gaming industry operates by utilizing 
the programmable logic of smart contracts, immutability of blockchain ledgers, and high 
speed of transactions that blockchain technology makes possible.

CRYCASH has already confirmed integration into the world-renowned bestsellers from 
Crytek, with more partners to come.

CRYCASH will kick off the sale of its token on December 14, 2017, 
19:00 UTC, which will run through January 31, 2018, 18:59 UTC.  

Early birds will receive a 15% BONUS within the first 120 hours 
of the token sale. December 21st, 2017 - January 5th, 2018: 12%.

Starting January 6th, 2018 the bonus amount will FADE BY 1% 
each 24 hours until 18:59 UTC on January 31st, 2018.

The initial price is set 0.001 ETH per 1 CRC. 

There’s a 20% ‘BIG FISH’ BONUS throughout the entire token sale
for those willing to contribute 200 ETH+ transactions.

To get more details please visit 
http://crycash.io/ 

CONNECT WITH TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY TODAY!
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[1] According to Newszoo Global Games Market Report 
 

Designed to let gamers and developers make more from their passion
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